Work in adult & community education
Growing interest in theater arts
Direct experience in teaching

CCT 692 Proc Rsrch Eng

Governing Question
What are the steps that I can take to engage the adult learning communities in using the principles of theater arts to prepare them to create social change?

Final Report
Recapturing the Joy of Adult Education Through a Theater Arts Perspective of Learning Toward a Renewed Purpose of Social Change

CCT 693 Action Research

Final Report
Developing an Action Research Plan for Personal Action that Inspires the Use of Collaborative Play by Teachers in the Small Group Curriculum Planning Process

CCT 694 Synthesis

Exploring the Teaching Mind: Extending Participation in Lifelong Learning Through Engagement with a Supportive Community

Beyond CCT

- Work with CCT
- Continue developing some community teacher collaborations
- Return to synthesis

692 Breakthroughs

Map
Managing Research Process
Keeping Momentum
Peer Exchanges
Organizing Time